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The Ambition of Oda Nobuna Episode 1 - Nobuna and the Monkey
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About This Video

The Ambition of Oda Nobuna

Episode 1
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"Nobuna and the Monkey"

Kinoshita Toukichiro is a big fan of the game. Lord

Oda Nobunaga's Ambition. But after waking up in a

battlefield. ... more
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Why is his haircut so stupid?

Hide replies +38 <3>

bobthenut *
1/20713

The first thing that came to my mind when watching this, was how badly i wanted to take

some form of sharp object to that stupid little swirl on his forehead. >_>
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To resemble that of a monkey's? It kind of reminds me of a monkey's curled fur
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only in anime can boobs in metal armor bounce.
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Compl3te
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STFU about teh boobs, no one complains about boobs. NO. ONE!

Steveboy777
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It's the chest plate that bounces up and down it doesn't bend...
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life without boobs is a living hell, we need soft things to drool and grope over!!!
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Ghabl *
9/19/13

If you need a thing to drool and grope over, next time you take a shower, look in the

mirror. You'll be surprised what you can find when u take a first time look at your own

naked body... (lol)
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stupid
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Wnte a comment..
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"I never expected anyone from the future" thats cause he wasnt driving a delorean
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Wasn't that a phone booth. . . ? Of course there's several diff Doc Whos
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Never a phone booth
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Phone Booth is Bill and Teds Excellent Adventures k.
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ChrisF159 «
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Mr T could drive a phone booth or a police box into battle.
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it was a back to the future reference
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"You can't do that to a hot girl! It's a waste!" Goemon was so cute XD I was surprised at her voice

but it sounded so cute o o I also liked Toshiie with her tiger head 3
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"you were getting off on the smell of my feet!" how the fuck does one jump to a conclusion like

that?
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"I never expected anyone from the future" who the hell would!?
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Mico171
10/1/12

Wow. this Anime is GREAT! =] If you're a bit weary of trying new anime. don't be! So far this

anime has a really interesting plot & is sorta funny. And FINALLY a main character that's open for

his love on boobs!
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I wish I knew a little more about Japanese history so I could follow along properly.
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7PhoenixAshes *
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The single thing that bugged me most was that offhand comment about potatoes This is Japan in

1561. Potatoes are a New World crop. The likelihood that anyone from that time routinely ate them

is next to zero. Historical accuracy RAGE!!
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... I thought that the appearance of Soccer goals would be a more obvious sign of

anachronism stew. Part of me is also historical accuracy raging, but another is repeating

the MST3K Mantra ("It's just a show; I should really just relax.")
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Angerudusto •
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Well, Latin American missionaries were in Japan since at least the 1300s

think maybe they could've brought potatoes.
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I wonder how many of these shows I have to watch before I could pass a Warring States period

exam, lol
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Probably a lot. since most of them are all about changing the shit out of details that are

inconvenient.
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most historically significant iphone ever
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. . . why does her armor jiggle?
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It's only the 1st episode and I'm already enjoying it-
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Alex819
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is this just the same as battle girls time paradox? it sort of sounds exactly the same -_-
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Why is it that just about every male character in this season has to be either a whiny coward or an

impulsive jerk? Maybe it's the style this season.
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I feel like im playing shogun total war
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Panzer4Tiger

12/3/12

I think this anime will be very excellent if it keeps course with historical events... and having the

main character play Toyotomi Hideoyoshi will hopefully keep that course.
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lronic_bird
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I'm giving this one more episode
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A gender reversal of famous figures from the Sengoku period. WHY DOES THIS KEEP
HAPPENING?!
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RPG of some soi

5 out like some weird, disjointed, alternate reality strategy

n I thought it would be. though.
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